Singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis is a powerful tool for identifying different spatial and timing variation patterns in many fields of researches. Recently we applied complex SVD method to space harmonic analysis of a 13-cell defecting cavity that is built and installed in the APS linac injector for beam phase space characterization and emittance exchange experiments. Real and imaginary space harmonics components are extracted from CST simulated data. Fields inside the iris were expressed in analytic forms and produced good agreement. Work is underway to implement the results into elegant simulation model.
INTRODUCTION
SVD analysis [1] is a powerful tool for identifying various system spatial and timing variation patterns. Recently we applied complex SVD analysis to extract space harmonics from CST simulated deflecting cavity data. We were able to extract the real and imaginary parts of the space harmonics, from which the field inside the iris can be expressed analytically, which can be used to develop simplified model for beam simulations of deflecting cavities.
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SVD ANALYSIS
A system matrix consists of m spatial columns, each contains n equal samples of time or another dimension.
SVD analysis converts A into U, V and Σ matrices:
Here λ1... λm are eigenvalues and each of the vector of U and V matrices are spatial and timing vectors corresponding to eigenvalues.
For analysis of cavities the field components are phasors and are generally expressed in complex values. For a complex matrix A, we construct a matrix AA that consists of 2×2 block matrices from a construction matrix Q [2] :
, It can be shown [4] that the U-and V-matrices of AA and A are related by:
All singular values, U and V matrices of AA appear in pairs. Each of the two vectors in a pair is a sign and phase change of the other. Only one of the pair is necessary for SVD analysis. Both spatial and time-domain vectors can be split into real and image half and recombined back to complex vectors. Figure 1 shows deflecting cavity model with 2π/3 phase advance mode [3] . The field can be separated in two regions: region I is inside of the iris (r < a); region II is outside of the iris a ( b > r > a ). Because of the periodic structure the field in region I can be generally expressed as [4] with the e -jωt term removed for simplification:
APPLICATION TO SPACE HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF A DEFLECTING CAVITY
where:
Here m = 1 for deflecting mode, γn are the r direction wave number, and if it is imaginary the corresponding Bessel function terms become modified Bessel function. For a periodic disk-loaded structure fields in the region I and region II can be uniquely determined by the field at the iris. In order to express the CST simulation data into finite-term analytic expressions we export the field on the surface of r = a0 (a0 <= a), and apply SVD analysis to extract complex space harmonic coefficients An.
The input matrix is expressed as following:
with each row represents one φ angle value while each column represents one z value, both are equal spaced.
Because the Ez is complex, A is a complex matrix. In order to apply SVD analysis we first construct a 2×2 block matrix:
We apply SVD pseudo-inverse to obtain Sigma, U-and V-matrix. Each of the S-U-V triplet represents a mode. 
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CONCLUSIONS
We applied SVD analysis to the deflecting cavity simulation data analysis, and obtained the space harmonic coefficients, which can be used to express the electric field analytically in beam simulation and calculation of deflecting angles. 
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